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Fig. 1 Map of the late defended enclosure showing areas of excavation 

WALL (Staffs.) is situated near the junction of the Roman roads, Watling 
Street and Ryknield Street. 

The National Grid reference of the site of the excavations is SK101065. 
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EXCAVATIONS AT WALL (Staffordshire), 1961-3 
ON THE SITE OF THE EARLY ROMAN FORTS AND 

OF THE LATE ROMAN DEFENCES 
By J. G O U L D 

INTRODUCTION 
One of the earliest references to Wall is by the great eighteenth-century antiquary, John 

Horsley, who noted that 'It had its name from certain walls which encompass about two acres 
of ground called Castle Croft. ' 1 In Stukeley's day these walls, which he refers to as 'the castle', 
were already being demolished, 2 the process continued 3 though parts of them were still 
standing in 1817, 4 but by 1872 nothing remained above ground and only the foundations were 
left to be discovered by Colonel Bagnall who recorded a wall 11 ft. thick and 150 ft. long. 5 

During the winter 1960-1961, it was observed that a ridge ran from east to west across the 
northern side of Castle Croft (fig. 1), that a walnut tree growing on the ridge leaned precariously, 
and that the ridge ended in a large rockery incorporating many tons of sandstone within the 
grounds of the White House. In 1961, a trench (fig. 1, K) was put across the ridge cutting it 
at right angles. This revealed massive dry-stone foundations and on the northern side, a 
system of defensive ditches. Surface contours indicated the western line of these defences and 
a further section (fig. 1, L) was cut and the south-west corner located (fig. 1, M). 

Work in 1962 and 1963 was confined to the area within these defences (fig. 1, N , O, P, R, S 
and T). The only land available for excavation was that immediately adjacent to the present 
Watling Street and work there was undertaken on Saturdays from March to October each 
year, with more continuous work at holiday times. 

Although the investigation was aimed primarily at investigating the defended enclosure, the 
main discovery was that of large, very early and hitherto unsuspected military buildings 
outside the area of the forts whose defences were sectioned in 1959 and 1960. 6 Some light 
was also thrown on the pattern of settlement and the road system. 

The geology of the site has been described by Dr. Thorpe . 7 

1 Britannia Romana, 1732, p. 420. 
2 Itinerarium Curiosum, ii, 1776, p. 22. 
3 W. Hutton, History of Birmingham, 3rd ed., 1793, 

p. 218. 

4 W. Pitt, A Topographical History of Staffordshire, 
1817, pp. 128-129. 

5 T.B.A.S., iv, 1874, p. 38. 
6 Ibid., lxxix, 1964, pp. 11-23. 
7 Ibid., lxxiv, 1958, p. 26. 
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2 E X C A V A T I O N S AT W A L L , S T A F F O R D S H I R E 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Thanks are due to many people who have assisted over the three years of excavation. 

Especially are they due to Mr. W. J. Ryman who willingly allowed excavation on his land, and 
to Mr. and Mrs. K. Cutler who allowed the storage of tools etc. on their property. Their 
prolonged help and forbearance are greatly appreciated. The Carnegie United Kingdom Fund 
made a generous grant of £64 towards the cost of tools and equipment. The actual digging 
involved many helpers and it is impossible to mention them all. Messrs. M. Baker, J. Brangan, 
Rev. S. B. Coley, B. Haywood, F. H. Lyon, A. A. Round and J. W. Whiston (who also helped 
with the photography) together with Miss M. Attwood, Miss G. K. Mills, Miss H. Moore 
and Mrs. D. Gould helped throughout whilst other workers included Messrs. T. Cameron, 
A. J. Davies, D. Emery, J. Inglis, J. Lees, M. Lyon, W. J. Orton, D. and H. Smallwood, 
D. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Blunt, Mr. and Mrs. Ball, Miss E. Silverthorne, Miss R. McCallum, 
Miss E. Reed and Miss R. Moore. Mr. Linney, curator of the bath site, helped in various 
ways, in particular in drawing attention to local surface finds. Mrs. M. Stanley has assisted 
with typing. 

Specialist help also was given by many people. Mr. B. R. Hartley, F .S .A. gave detailed and 
invaluable comments on all samian found, Mrs. K. F. Hartley examined the mortarium stamps, 
some of the other mortarium fragments and also commented on the roller-stamped and 
rouletted pottery; Mr. R. P. Wright, F .S .A. examined and commented on the dipinto. Dr. 
J. Kent, F .S .A. identified all the coins found in the excavations whilst Miss M. Archibald 
commented on surface finds of coins by the local villagers. Dr. H. T. Hall and Mr. D. J. Ashby 
of the County Technical College, Wednesbury made a detailed examination of non-ferrous 
objects, and Mr. M. M. Hallett, M .Sc , F.I .M. has examined and commented on the iron, 
slags and ironstone. Dr. D. B. Harden, F .S .A. commented on the glass fragments and Mr. 
A. Oswald, F .S .A . identified the makers of clay-pipes. Miss M. Attwood checked the 
drawings of coarse pottery and drew the decorated samian. Mr. S. O. Kay commented on 
the Derbyshire ware, Mr. D. Whitehouse on the post-medieval sherds and Dr. Thorpe on the 
limestone, shale etc. 

Finally, mention must be made of Dr. Graham Webster, F .S .A. who frequently visited the 
site and from whom there has been a constant flow of advice, suggestions and encouragement. 

THE DEFENCES AND THE WELL SEALED BY THEM 
SITE K (figs. 1 and 2) 

This section revealed the dry-stone footings of Keuper sandstone (plate I) standing 4 ft. 
above their base which rested on soft red sand. At the base, the footings were 8 ft. 9 in. 
wide but the upper levels had spread to give a width of 9 ft. 6 in. The lower stones were 
pitched. The core consisted of slightly smaller pieces of sandstone and a little sand with a 
few chips. Above the footings ran a robber trench which yielded no datable evidence for the 
robbing. Cutting this robber trench were two shallow trenches following the northern and 
southern upper edges of the footings and which may have been the work of Col. Bagnall who 
'had the ground excavated on each side of the wall for a considerable distance . . . in order 
to see if any building branched off from i t . ' 8 

8 T.B.A.S., iv, 1874, p. 38. 
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E X C A V A T I O N S AT W A L L , S T A F F O R D S H I R E 1 7 

THE COINS 
D R . J. K E N T , F . S . A . 

All Roman coins from the excavations ( 1 9 6 1 - 1 9 6 3 ) have been seen and identified as follows: 

1. Augustus (?) ( 3 0 B.C.-A.D. 14 ) Denarius 
Much worn and corroded. 
From the destruction layer over the later first-century buildings, 

site S. 
2 . Augustus or Tiberius (?) (c. A.D. 1 - 4 0 ) Piece of a plated denarius. 

From the destruction overlying the early construction trench, site T. 
3 . Claudius I (A.D. 4 1 - 5 4 ) As 

Badly worn and clipped. 
Rev. Minerva. 
From bronze-working hearth, site K . 
See fig. 1 8 . 

4 . Claudius I (A.D. 4 1 - 5 4 ) Imitation as. 
Badly worn and corroded. 
Minerva type. 
Unstratified, site R. 

5. Nero (A.D. 6 4 - 6 6 ) Dupondius 
Obv. N E R O CLAVD C/ESAR AVG G E R PM 

TR P I M P PP 
Rev. SECVRITAS AVGVSTI 
Found resting on clean subsoil, near first surface of Watling 

Street, site N . O. P. 
Not more than five years wear. 

6. Nero (A.D. 6 4 - 6 8 ) As 
Worn and corroded. 
Rev. Victory with globe. 
From the destruction layer over the later first-century buildings, 

site S. 

"Ibid., lxxiv, 1958, p. 1. 
29 Sussex Archaeological Collections, lxviii, 1927, 

p. 89. 
3 0 Ibid., Ixiv, 1923, p. 81. 

3 1 Sussex Archaeological Collections, xci, 1953, p. 3. 
™J.R.S., li, 1961, p. 132 
3 3 Ibid., xliii, 1953, p. 91. 

a wide berm between wall and inner ditch. At Pennocrucium too, there is a similarity, though 
excavation there failed to find either wall or rampar t . 2 8 Rectangular enclosures exist across 
the Stane Street at H a r d h a m 2 9 and Afoldean. 3 0 However, excavation at the former found 
only one ditch and the report on the latter does not include a section across the defences. 
Similar defences at Ip ing 3 1 have not been excavated. A like situation may have existed along 
the Foss at Brough 3 2 and at T h o r p e 3 3 and Dr. Webster suggests the addition of Uxacona to 
the list of possible parallels. 
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18 E X C A V A T I O N S AT W A L L , S T A F F O R D S H I R E 

7. Nero (A.D. 66-68) As 
Obv. IMP N E R O C E S A R AVG P MAX TR P PP 
Rev. Victory and shield. 
From top of slot A below first metalling of Watling Street, site 
N . O. P. 
Very little wear, details of the hair are unworn. 

8. Nero (A.D. 64-66) As 
Worn. 
Rev. Victory and shield. 
From build-up at side of Watling Street, site N . O. P. 

9. Nero (A.D. 64-68) Contemporary plated copy of a denarius. 
Obv. N E R O C E S A R AVGVSTVS 
Rev. C O N C O R D I A AVGVSTA 
Unstratified, site S. 
B.M.C., 63. 

10. Vespasian (A.D. 69-79) As 
Worn. 
Unstratified, site S. 

11. Vespasian (A.D. 69-79) As 
Obv. IMP CAES VESPASIANVS . . . 
Rev. FORTVNA AVGVSTI 
Unstratified, site N . O. P. 

12. Vespasian (A.D. 69-79) As 
Badly corroded. 
Rev. eagle on globe. 
From bronze-working hearth, site K. 

13. Vespasian (A.D. 69-79) As 
Corroded. 
Rev. probably Victoria Navatis. 
From later first-century construction trench, site S. 

14. Vespasian (A.D. 69-79) As 
Badly worn and corroded. 
Rev. illegible. 
Unstratified, site S. 

15. Domitian (A.D. 81-96) Sestertius 
Worn. 
Unstratified, site N . O. P. 

16. Domitian (A.D. 81-96) As 
Rev. FORTVNAE AVGVSTI COS XIII 
R.I.C., 353 
Unstratified, site R. 

17. Trajan (A.D. 98-117) As 
Worn. 
From rubbish-pit cut by wall foundations, site L. 

18. Trajan (A.D. 98-117) As 
Worn and countermarked. 
This is probably a Greek imperial coin of Trajan. The counter

mark was probably applied somewhere in the east Mediterranean. 
It is quite exceptional to find such a coin authentically on a 
Romano-British site. 

Late post-hole alongside Watling Street, site N. O. P. 
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E X C A V A T I O N S AT W A L L , S T A F F O R D S H I R E 

THE SAMIAN WARE 
B. R. HARTLEY, F.S.A. 

(Many pieces are not drawn, being fragments of well known plain forms. All decorated 
pieces are illustrated in fig. 13, except those too small or too worn.) 

SITE K 
Bronze-working hearth 

1. Form Drag. 29, South Gaulish, c. A.D. 60-80. Same vessel as 2. 
Below construction level in front of wall 

2. See (1) above. 
3. Form Drag. 15/17, riveted, South Gaulish, c. A.D. 60-80. 
4. Rim of a bowl form Drag. 30 or 37. This appears to be early Central Gaulish ware and 

is probably Trajanic. 
Filling of inner ditch 

5. Form Drag. 18. The rather coarse orangey fabric and orange micaceous glaze, and the 
slightly abnormal form of the rim, suggest that this is a Central Gaulish piece belonging 
to the period before exports from Lezoux had seriously got under way (about the end 
of Trajan's reign). 

Wall has now produced sherds from several first-century Central Gaulish vessels (see 
Nos. 7, 30, 31, 51 and 78), and is in fact the northernmost site from which they have been 
recorded. These vessels are common at Lezoux, and most were probably made there, 
but they are relatively rare in Britain (examples have been noted from London, 
Verulamium, Fishbourne, Silchester, Winchester, Exeter, Cirencester and Walltown). 
Some of the pieces are stamped by ATEPOMARVS of Lezoux or are from pre-Flavian 
moulded bowls in his style, but products of other potters are involved as well. 
Unfortunately it is difficult to date the plain forms, since it is not yet certain that they 
had the same currency as the equivalent South Gaulish ones, but the rather meagre 
evidence suggests that most of them are pre-Flavian, though a few may be Vespasianic. 
In other words, there seems to have been a short period in the third quarter of the first 
century when Central Gaulish potters made a bid for some of the expanding British 
trade. They clearly had indifferent success, no doubt because the quality of their 
fabrics and glazes was poor in comparison with contemporary South Gaulish samian, 
then at its optimum technically. 

Granted the validity of comparison with South Gaulish forms, this particular piece 
is likely to be Neronian or Vespasianic. 

6. Form Drag. 29, South Gaulish. Perhaps by M O M M O : for a stamped bowl of his with 
alternating panels with an animal and series of vertical wavy lines in this manner, see 
J.R.S., iv, 1914, pi. 2, N o . 6 - f r o m the Pompeii Hoard of A.D. 79. c. A .D. 70-85. 
(Too worn to illustrate.) 

Silt of outer ditch 
7. Form Drag. 22, Central Gaulish (?). The light paste and the orangey micaceous glaze 

suggest Central Gaulish origin. First century. See Nos. 5, 30, 31, 51 and 78. 
Rampart 

8. Form Drag. 37, Central Gaulish (Martres de Veyre fabric). Ram's-horn wreath as 
used by DRVSVS I and the Rosette Potter c. A .D. 100-120. 

Unstratified 
9. A scrap from a vessel with rouletted decoration. This is almost certainly from one of 

the cups imitating form Drag. 30 in shape, but always smaller and with rouletting 
instead of moulded decoration (O. and P., pi. 75). The type seems to have been intro
duced in the first half of the second century, since it occurs in the Erd-Kastell at Saalburg 
and at Haltwhistle Burn, and has more recently been found at Lezoux associated with 
the early work of SACER and ATTIANVS. 
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E X C A V A T I O N S A T W A L L , S T A F F O R D S H I R E 31 

THE COARSE POTTERY 
J. G O U L D 

Two types of vessel found are particularly interesting - the white beakers with rouletted 
or painted decoration (Nos. 125, 126, 150, 151 and 162-170) and the brown rouletted or 
roller-stamped jars (Nos. 104, 178, 180-182, 190, 191 and 200-202). Of the former, no com
plete pot was found. Some fragments suggest the shape of a butt-beaker whilst other pieces 
are more suggestive of the girth-beaker. With one exception (No. 168), the fabric is a good 
white, the rouletting fine, and the paint in the form of red-brown circles. Such beakers 
without the painted decoration are discussed at length in Camulodunum (p. 237) though the 
Wall pieces lack the internal offset which is typical of the Colchester beakers. Fragments 
have also been found at Verulamium. 3 5 The painted fragments should be compared with 
the painted urn found at Margidunum. 3 6 

A number of the roller-stamped jars were found in the drainage ditch (see above) in a 
fabric ranging from dull light-brown to orange. Usually these had a horizontal curving rim 
(but see N o . 182) and burnished shoulders. Sometimes the rim was slightly undercut. The 
bases were small and the general form similar to that of the better known rough-cast j a r s 3 7 a 
few pieces of which were also found at Wall, but are not here illustrated. When the jars were 
rouletted the decoration was separated from the burnished shoulder by a shallow groove which 
had a clear-cut upper edge whilst the lower edge was usually rounded. Both stamping and 
rouletting appear to have been done with a roller, circular in cross-section. On some jars the 
roller was applied much more firmly than on others, and in these cases the bulging patterned 
body is really a series of narrow flat bands. The patterns (especially N o . 4) are far from being 
geometrically perfect. Except where pattern No . 5 was used, the bands of pattern overlap, 
sometimes leaving a mere ^ in. of the previous band clear. Sometimes the pattern was 
blurred as if applied when the clay was too damp. 

N o sherds of this ware were found in levels earlier than that of the drainage ditch. None 
was under the side road (though one was on the surface above) and one sherd (No. 104) was 
in the well sealed by the wall. The ware thus appeared on the site about A.D. 160, rouletted 
and patterned, horizontal and bead rims, appearing simultaneously. At Wall the ware had 
a short life. One or two sherds were associated with pieces of colour-coated ware which 
need not be later than the end of the second century and only two pieces were in the upper 
disturbed levels. It is unlikely that the ware was used much after the beginning of the third 
century and so must not be related to the similarly stamped imitation samian 3 8 or late beakers . 3 9 

Comparison should be made between pattern No . 4 and that on the folded grey ware beaker 
found at Colchester. 4 0 It seems that the Midland stamped jars may have been derived 
ultimately from Gaul where similarly stamped pottery, in a grey-blue fabric with a black slip 

35 Vemlamium, pi. 55, Nos. 3-6. 
36 Margidunum C. H., pi. 16, No. 6. 
37 Jewry Wall, fig. 27, No. 39. 
3 8 Richborough I, pi. 27, No. 95. 
39 Colchester, fig. 63, No. 65. 
4 0 Ibid., fig. 71, No. 148. 
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Fig. 17 Coarse pottery from the Antonine drainage ditch 
and examples of fourth-century pottery (£) 
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EXCAVATIONS AT WALL, STAFFORDSHIRE 41 

THE GLASS 
DR. D. B. H A R D E N , F.S.A. 

All glass fragments have been examined and the following picked out as of special interest: 

1. Three contiguous fragments of a colourless bowl or goblet, strain-cracked and very 
fragile. Late first or early second-century. (East lip of ditch. Site L.) 

2. Part of the shoulder of a flask with trailing of similar glass: fine work. First-century. 
(Ditch filling. Site K.) 

3. Part of a ribbed handle of a cylindrical or prismatic bottle. Late first or early second-
century. (Rampart . Site K.) 

4. Part of the side of a beaker or bowl with horizontal wheel-cut bands. First century. 
(Unstratified. Site K.) 

5. Fragment of the bottom of the side and base of a piriform flask, yellowish buff: on the 
body raised dots in quincunx formation, mould-blown. Probably second or third-
century. (Unstratified. Site N . O. P.) 

6. Four fragments of prismatic bottles, green, one fragment shows two concentric moulded 
circles on the bottom. Late first or second century. (Build-up of dirty sand and grit at 
the side of the Watling Street. Site N . O. P.) 

7. Two fragments of the bodies of flasks, clear green with vertical (or sloping ?) ribs. The 
ribs made by blowing the gob of glass into a ribbed mould before final fashioning of the 
body took place. Late first or early second century. (Build-up at the side of the Watling 
Street. Site N . O. P.) 

8. Fragment of the side of a shallow pillar-moulded bowl, blue, part of one rib extant. 
Fragment distorted in a fire. Same type in general as No . 11. Second half of first 
century. (Destruction over clay floor. Site R.) 

9. Fragment of the base of an olla, greenish-yellow, bottom concave with an open 'ring'-
base. No weathering. Diameter 3 in. See Isings, form 67c. Late first or early second 
century. (Unstratified. Site S.) 

10. Fragment of the rim of an olla, dark blue, folded outwards and downwards. See Isings, 
form 67c. Late first or early second century. (Unstratified. Site S.) 

11. Fragment from the side of a shallow, pillar-moulded bowl, marbled glass of transparent 
brown and opaque yellow: parts of two ribs extant. N o weathering. Diameter un
certain but perhaps 6 in. (See Camulodunum, p . 294, type D, and p . 301.) Third 
quarter of first century. (Unstratified. From paddock of White House.) 

There were also a number of scraps of window glass (early matt-glossy variety), fragments 
of jugs (Isings, forms 50 and 51), and of pillar-moulded bowls. 
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E X C A V A T I O N S AT W A L L , S T A F F O R D S H I R E 43 

BRONZE, LEAD AND OTHER NON-FERROUS ARTICLES (Fig. 18) 
J. G O U L D 

1. Claudian P-shaped brooch without the bow-angle moulding. (See Camulodunum, pi. 95, 
No . 119 and pi. 96, No . 120.) (Trampled top of otherwise undisturbed subsoil. Site S.) 

2. Head-stud brooch with red and blue enamelled lozenges and triangles. For discussion 
of this type of brooch see Richborough IV, p . 114; Arch., lxxx, 1930, p. 40 and T.B.A.S., 
lxxiii, 1957, p. 102. (In front of wall but below construction level. Site M.) 

3. Head-stud brooch, white enamel with narrower black bands. See No . 2 above. (Occupa
tion deposit over the destruction associated with the early construction trench. Site T.) 

4. Penannular brooch. (Unstratified.) 

5. Part of a bronze lock. (Site M in association with N o . 2.) 

6. Broken bronze tweezers. (Rampart . Site L.) 

7. Part of a bronze armlet. (Unstratified.) 

8. Animal mask bucket-handle mount in base metal alloy. The use of ox heads as decorative 
symbols was wide-spread in the Iron Age. Often the horns were knobbed. The use of 
these Celtic ornaments appears to have continued throughout the Roman period. This 
example was found in the disturbed upper levels associated with fourth-century pottery. 
Prof. C. F . C. Hawkes has examined such masks in detail in his essay 'Bronze-Workers, 
Cauldrons and Bucket-Animals in Iron Age and Roman Britain', (Aspects of Archceology 
in Britain and Beyond, edited by W. F . Grimes, 1951). 

9. Fragments of a silvered bronze spoon, found unstratified near site S, drawn by and in 
the possession of Mr. B. Haywood. 

10. Lead disk, pierced, clipped from folded lead sheet. (Unstratified with first-century 
pottery. Site S.) 

11. Lead 'weight' also from folded lead sheet. (Build-up at the side of the Watling Street. 
Site N . O. P.) 

12. Lead disk, pierced. (Unstratified.) 

13. Lead whorl. (Unstratified.) 

14. Whorl made from pot base. (Unstratified.) 

15. Whorls from pot base - probably split into two deliberately. (Unstratified.) 
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LETOCETUM 
THE NAME OF THE ROMAN SETTLEMENT 

AT WALL, STAFFS. 

J. G O U L D 

One of the questions frequently asked by visitors to the excavations conducted by this 
Society at Wall (Staffs.) concerns the name Letocetum. The third century Roman road-book 
usually known as the Antonine Itinerary 1 refers to the settlement at Wall as Etoceto (i.e. to 
Etocetum) and since it is placed in that Itinerary which follows the line of the Watling Street 
and gives mileages to the adjoining settlements, there is no doubt as to the identification. 
Until the end of the last century Etocetum was the name commonly used for the Roman 
settlement at Wall. 

The seventh century list known as the Ravenna Cosmography 2 based on much earlier Roman 
material, refers in its British section to Lectoceto and this is accepted as being a reference to 
Wall on the grounds of its similarity to Etoceto. The choice between the two names is difficult 
since philologists regard both as corrupt. The strange compilation of the Welshman Nennius, 
Historia Brittonum, gives a list of the cities of Roman Britain in their Welsh form. The list 
includes Cair Loitcoit, at one time thought to be a reference to Lincoln, but more recently 
considered to be either Wall or Lichfield. 

In 1886, Henry Bradley wrote a letter to The Academy (Oct. 30th No . 756) arguing that Cair 
Loitcoit in modern Welsh would be Caer Lwytcoed (literally 'City of the Gray Wood') and 
that in Bede's reference to Lyccidfelth (Lichfield) in his History*, Lyccid is a natural contraction 
of Loitcoit. On the other hand, Duignan 4 sees Lyccidfelth as of Saxon derivation and meaning 
the 'boggy field', which would indeed be an apt description of Lichfield. Bradley also 
claimed that the Celtic form of the Welsh Loitcoit would be Letoceton, which when Latinised, 
would give Letocetum. Most reputable philologists support him in this. There is no known 
town in Roman Britain of this name, and so it is argued this must be the name of the town 
whose corrupt form appears in the Itinerary as Etoceto and in the Cosmography as Lectoceto. 
Hence the Roman settlement at Wall is today known as Letocetum. In 1889 Bradley carried 
his argument much further. He again wrote to The Academy (Nov. 9th N o . 914) citing a 
number of references to Llwyt Koet, Llwytcoed, Loytcoyt, etc. In some cases his argument is 
specious and unconvincing. Two of the references are reconstructed to give 'civitate quae 
vocatur Loytcoyt'. This appears to be the source of the story that the settlement at Wall 
was a civitas (i.e. an administrative tribal centre) as in V.C.H., Staffs., i, 1908, p. 193. 

1 Itineraria Roinana, i, ed., O. Cuntz, Leipzig, 1919. 
2 Arch., xciii, 1949, p . 3 7 
3 History of the English Church and People, book IV, chap. 3 , para. 1. 
4 W. H. Duignan, Notes on Staffordshire Place Names, 1902, pp. 91-5. 
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Archaeologically to call Wall a civitas is nonsense. Nevertheless the story persists and visitors 
to the site periodically refer to this. 

In his 1889 letter, Bradley also refers to a Welsh poem Marwnad Cynddylan attributed to the 
seventh-century author, Meigant. This was published in 1870 in a collection entitled The 
Myvyrian Archaiology of Wales and should not be confused with Marwnad Cynddylan ap 
Cyndrwyn which appears in the same volume. The former poem is sometimes quoted as 
illustrating events at Wall, but the poem is in reference to the deeds of a seventh century prince 
of Powys. There is no archaeological evidence of occupation at Wall beyond the end of the 
fourth century. The latest coin to be found there is one of Gratian dated by Dr. Kent of the 
British Museum to A.D. 381. N o evidence of Saxon occupation has yet been found, though 
such evidence is notoriously elusive. 

On the other hand, if the Celtic scholars are correct in recognising Lyccidfelth as Llwytcoed, 
the poem could well refer to events at Lichfield, the name of the old settlement persisting in 
that of the new. Duignan in the work referred to above, claimed that the internal evidence 
of the poem was against this. As the matter is of great interest not only to those concerned 
with excavations at Wall, but also with the early history of Lichfield a recent translation of 
the whole poem by Prof. Thomas Jones, M.A., D.Litt. of the University College of Wales, 
Aberystwyth, has been obtained through the good offices of Mr. D. Smallwood and Miss 
L. Williams. Prof. Jones writes as follows: 

'ELEGY FOR CYNDDYLAN' 

'This poem appears to be an authentic elegy to Cynddylan ap Cyndrwyn, a seventh 
century prince of Powys. The earliest text extant belongs to the eighteenth century, but it 
contains orthographical evidence that a much earlier copy was once in existence. Because 
of errors in transcription, the extant text is faulty in many places and many emendations 
are necessary. Even then there are many difficult words and phrases in the poem, and at 
present any translation can only be tentative in many places.' 

'For the original text edited with notes by Sir Ifor Williams, see Bulletin of the Board of 
Celtic Studies, vi, 1933, pp. 134-141.' 

'For a reconstructed text, see Ifor Williams, Canu Llywarch Hen, University of Wales 
Press, Cardiff, 1935, pp. 50-52.' 

'For the reconstructed text presented in modern orthography, see T. Parry, 77re Oxford 
Book of Welsh Verse, pp . 4-8 . ' 

'My translation is based on the reconstructed text by Sir Ifor Williams, but occasionally 
my interpretation of details differs from his.' 

'Battle of invincible men . . . 
Rhiau and Rhirid and Rhiosedd 
And generous Rhygyfarch, pillars of battle. 
1 will lament, until I be in my oaken grave, 
The slaying of Cynddylan in his might.' 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
GOLDSMITHS' TRADE IN THE MIDLANDS 

A. H A M I L WESTWOOD, ASSAY MASTER, BIRMINGHAM 

I am going to begin at the end of the story of the Midland Goldsmiths and to say a brief 
word about the craft and industry in the last hundred years. The development of the gold
smiths' trade of the Midlands in that period has been so great and complex that it is possible 
only to touch on it in this Paper, but I feel that properly to appreciate its growth in the earlier 
years in the Middle Ages and more especially in the eighteenth century, a grasp of where the 
industry stands today is helpful. 

As late as the 1890's the great centre of the goldsmiths' trade in Great Britain had been 
from the earliest times the City and district of London. London was to about 1850 over
whelmingly the major producer of gold and silver articles and of jewellery but in the 1850's 
the Midlands, which had come into the picture about a hundred years earlier, began rapidly 
to increase production until in the 1890's its output equalled and then shot ahead of that of 
London. Not only was the total London trade exceeded but in the first ten years of the present 
century the output of the Midlands surpassed that of London and all the rest of Great Britain 
put together. This position of pre-eminence has remained until the present day and indeed 
seems likely to continue. Having made this point and established the position today of 
goldsmithing in the Midlands, I will return to the main subject of my Paper which falls 
naturally into two parts. 

The first is what I will call the medieval period, since it began in those times and was brought 
to an end by the Civil War. This period should be considered complete and final in itself. 
It has virtually no relation to the second part of my Paper which deals with the rise and the 
growth in the eighteenth century of our present industry. Goldsmithing in the Midlands 
today is not a continuation of the craft of medieval goldsmiths. It is, in fact, an extension and 
development of the work of the Black Country nailers and other small wrought-iron workers 
who turned their skilled hands to similar small articles made in tin, copper, pewter, brass and 
finally to silver and then gold. In the Middle Ages, as I have said, the great centre of the trade 
was the City of London and control of the trade there was firmly in the hands of the powerful 
Guild of Goldsmiths who continue to the present day and are fifth in order of precedence 
of the City Livery Companies. I am myself privileged to be a Liveryman of the Company 
thus continuing in the steps of other members of my family. The first of us to become at 
Liveryman was Humphrey Westwood of Chaddesly Corbett in Worcestershire who was given 
the freedom of the Company in 1581 and later was elected a Warden. Hakluyt records him 
as assaying the gold brought back from the Orinoco by Sir Walter Ralegh. 

In the year 1300, the London goldsmiths by a Statute of Edward I were empowered to assay 
and hallmark gold and silverwares and in 1327 a Royal Charter gave them the right over the 
whole of England to search goldsmiths' shops, to examine their wares, to seize any article that 
was unhallmarked or suspected to be fraudulent and to impose fines and penalties for breaches 
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of the law. These rights and formidable powers were bitterly resented by provincial gold
smiths who asserted that the Londoners misused them in order to damage and suppress the 
provincial trade. For example, Robert Shefford a goldsmith of Northampton, after the 
London Wardens had fined him and seized some of his stock in 1514, declared that 'The 
Wardens when they ride and search do nothing but rob men, and all that comes into their 
hands never comes out again'. He might well feel sore because, in earlier years, he had been 
caught in other malpractices, and had been fined at fairs at Bristol and Stourbridge (Cambs.). 
In several instances, we become aware of the existence of early Midland goldsmiths through 
their being caught out in wrongdoing, not I am sure that they were a dishonest lot but simply 
because in those days, like our own, it is the criminal who gets publicity; the honest men are 
never heard of. 

One of the earliest records of dealing in precious metals in the Midlands is entered in the 
Chancery Patent Rolls for the year 1343 in the reign of Edward III. It reads in translation: 

The King to the sheriffs and all other his bailiffs servants and lieges as well within the liberties as without 
to whom &c. greeting. Know ye that whereas Walter de Warrewyk John de Pershore & Roger le 
Barker de Birmyncham have been accused of making a certain metal, which they declared to be pure 
silver when it was not, and selling it to our people of England in divers ways as well to our own as to 
the deception and manifold loss of our said people. We, desiring to put a stop to the fraudulent 
practices of those men have commissioned in this matter our beloved and faithful Robert de Bereford 
Richard de Foxton and Adam de Pesale jointly and severally to pursue arrest and capture the said Walter, 
John and Roger wheresoever they may be found whether within the liberties or without and bring them 
safely and surely to our Tower of London there to deliver them to the Constable of the aforesaid Tower 
or any Lieutenant of his to be safely guarded in the prison of the said Tower until we order otherwise in 
the matter. And to that end we do strictly enjoin and direct you, all and individually, that you be 
diligent to further their endeavours and to aid them as often and at such time as they or any of them 
appeal to you on our behalf. In witness whereof. . . Witness the Keeper at Kenyngton on the fifth day 
of February. 

It is a tantalising fragment and the absence of any sequel would seem to indicate that in 
those days as well as in our own, the forces of law and order did not always get their man. 
The passing off, too, of sub-standard silver is a crime not altogether unknown in our time. 

Until recent years it had always been supposed that in the Middle Ages and after, the main 
source of supply of goldsmiths' works for the Midlands had been London. Researches in 
the last fifteen years have shown that this was not so. The evidence on this point obtained by 
Mr. S. A. Jeavons in his comprehensive surveys of Midland church plate 1 , is the most 
conclusive of all. For instance during the great Elizabethan conversion of chalices into 
communion cups; in Warwickshire, 45 cups were provided by provincial makers and only five 
by Londoners; in Staffordshire, 14 cups were provincial and five from London; in Derbyshire, 
17 were provincial and five from London. The overall picture for the then diocese of Lichfield 
(Mr. Jeavons concludes) is that over three-quarters of the communion cups were the work of 
local goldsmiths. As yet it has not been possible to establish exactly the sources of this local 
goldsmiths' work but the evidence points overwhelmingly to the ancient and wealthy city of 
Coventry as the main centre of the goldsmiths' craft in the Midlands until well on in the 
seventeenth century and up to the time of the Civil War. 

In 1432 by a Statute of Henry VI, the seven towns of York, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Lincoln, 
Norwich, Bristol, Salisbury and Coventry were authorized to assay and hallmark gold and 
silverwares. Plate by makers from all these towns except Coventry has been identified but 
1 See references, Item 3. 
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THE TITHE MAPS (i840-1) OF ALDRIDGE, 

GREAT BARR AND SHENSTONE 

R. E. HEBDEN, M.A. 

The first complete set of tithe maps and apportionments for the parishes of Aldridge, 
Great Barr and Shenstone in the county of Stafford exist for the years 1840-1. It is possible 
from these sources to reconstruct a simplified land use map of the parishes for that period. 

The two most extensive types of land use are arable and pasture. The apportionments list 
parish totals for certain crops, but it is not possible to relate these to individual fields. They 
also distinguish between pasture and meadow, but the basis of this distinction is not clear. 
Consequently it is only possible to map this information in terms of arable and pasture. 
The distribution of these two types is shown in map 1 and three main regions can be seen in 
map 2. A north - south central arable belt separates a western area of dispersed pasture from 
an eastern area of arable blocks with tongues of pasture. 

This three-fold division corresponds closely with geological differences within the parishes. 
Region A (see map 2) is on palaeozoic rocks which have mixed soils; hence a mixed land use 
pattern occurs. Region B follows closely a belt of well-drained Bunter sandstones. Its 
continuity of farming pattern is broken by the valley of the Footherley Brook in the centre, 
by the Pen Brook valley in the north, and in the south by the unenclosed eastern slopes of 
Barr Beacon. Although Region C is on mixed soils, there is a pattern in the pasture. The 
tongues of grassland follow the broad valleys of the Crane Brook and its tributaries within the 
Shenstone basin. The arable, however, is confined to the low interfluves between these 
streams. 

The uncultivated land is concentrated in the south-east of the parishes. This was once part 
of Sutton Coldfield and enclosure was not authorized until 1795. It may be presumed that 
these eastward slopes of Barr Beacon were still being enclosed in 1840-1. The woodland is 
shown by the apportionments to be mainly plantations and much of this development was 
around Little Aston Hall. The areas of water are related to two factors. Several water-mills 
are mentioned in the apportionments - Little Aston, Mill Green, Queslett and Shenstone - and 
the tithe maps show their mill-ponds. At Bourne Pool the mill-pond is associated with un
cultivated land and the ironworks that were once here but had ceased to function by this date. 
The ornamental lakes of Great Barr Hall and Little Aston Hall account for the remaining 
areas of water. 

The pattern of settlement is interesting when compared with the modern development. 
Great Barr has no village, just a few hamlets, Pheasey is a farm and Streetly is mere heathland. 
Aldridge is concentrated around its 'Croft' and High Street. The Stonnalls appear as several 
small hamlets and Shenstone shows a division based on its housing near the church and 
developments near the mill and turnpike road. Industry was hardly visible on the landscape 
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Fig. 1 Land use, 1840-1 (from Tithe Maps) 
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PLATE I 

Lower Farm, ceiling beams (Photo by J. W. Wiggin) 
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LOWER FARM, BLOXWICH (STAFFS.) 

A CRUCK-TRUSS HOUSE 

V. F . P E N N 

Lower Farm, Bloxwich was a small farm-house situated near the junction of Stoney Lane 
and Selman's Hill (National Grid reference SK 005032). It was demolished in April 1963 
because the site was required for part of a new estate of houses which was being opened by 
the Walsall Corporation. The Town Council were not hasty in authorizing its demolition and 
they gave the matter full consideration before deciding that the architectural value and the 
very poor condition of the house did not justify its preservation. In recent years the farm 
buildings had been demolished and the building was in the ownership of the Walsall 
Corporation and let as a private dwelling. The original farm buildings surrounded a farm
yard in front of the house, access to which was gained through a wide carriage-way to the 
right of the principal ba rn . 1 

The house did not present a very inspiring picture to the casual observer; its pseudo-half-
timbered walls painted black and white were topped by a sagging roof of recently laid modern 
clay-tiles. Only the front door gave an indication of its age, being surrounded by a handsome 
little portico of the type which was built in the first half of the nineteenth century. The 
structure was mainly of brick although part of the rear elevation was a rubble construction 
of brick and limestone and at this point was 16 in. thick (see plan, fig. 1). Part of the founda
tions of other walls were also found to be of limestone. However, the presence of a timbered 
ceiling and some other heavy timbers in the construction seemed to make it worthy of closer 
examination before the property was finally demolished. 

Opportunities in Walsall to indulge in this sort of interest are few and when, I was able to 
encourage the Public Works Department to proceed with the demolition more cautiously 
than normal, I was pleased to make notes as the work proceeded. 

The heavy timbers in the region of the central fire-place had been known for some time and 
had been exposed when alterations had taken place. A portion of the front blade of a cruck-
truss could be seen through a hole in the cupboard containing the hot-water tanks. As 
demolition proceeded the full extent of the cruck became apparent. On first examination it 
seemed that the truss finished at first floor level but on removing plaster, wall-paper and a 
door-frame the lower ends of the blades were exposed. Demolition proceeded with consider
able care and the complete remains of the truss were finally exposed, still standing but with 
something of a list. 

The cruck had a span of 17 ft. 6 in. between the feet of the blades and was 21 feet in height 
(see fig. 2). The blades tapered from 1 ft. 3 in. at the base to 6 in. at the apex and were 6 in. 
thick. A spur tie and distance piece still remained intact on the front blade. The distance 
piece was notched to take a wind brace. There was a tie-beam 15 feet long, 7 ft. 6 in. above 
1 There is a photograph in E. J. Homeshaw's The Story of Bloxwich, 1955, p. 128. 
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Fig. 2 Cruck-truss 
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PROGRAMME 1963-64 

1 9 6 3 

May 11 

June 2 2 

Oct. 4 

Nov. 1 

Oct. 2 5 

Dec. 6 

1 9 6 4 

Jan. 3 

Jan. 1 0 

Feb. 7 

Mar. 6 

Mar. 1 3 

Mar. 2 0 

April 3 

Day excursion to Austrey, Appleby Magna (Sir John Moore School), Ashby de la 
Zouch and Locko Park. Leader: S. A. JEAVONS, F.S.A. 

Day excursion to Longdon, King's Bromley and Hoar Cross Churches, Abbots 
Bromley, Hamstall Ridware Church and Hall, Mavesyn Ridware Church and Hall. 
Leader: S. A. JEAVONS, F.S.A. 

Annual General Meeting. 
Lichfield Election Petitions of the Nineteenth Century - COUNCILLOR H. EBDON, C.C. 
Opportunity for Medieval Research - J. GOULD. 
The Tithe Maps of Aldridge, Great Barr and Shenstone - R. E. HEBDEN, M.A. 
Bee Boles - J. W. WHISTON. 

Civic Evening at King's Hill School. 
Our English Heritage - S. A. JEAVONS, F.S.A. 

Midland Goldsmiths - A. H. WESTWOOD, Assay Master, Birmingham. 

Excavations at Wall - J. GOULD . (At Walsall Public Library). 

Dudley Castle and Priory, a Re-assessment - J. S. ROPER, M.A. 

Dr. Richard Wilkes of Willenhall - N . W. TILDESLEY. 

Travel Evening at St. Michael's Hall. 
A Zoological Expedition to Lapland - D. SMALLWOOD. 
Archaeology in Greece - BRIAN HAYWOOD. 

The County Record Office - F . B . STITT, M.A., County Archivist. 

Excavation of Roman Cirencester - J. WACHER, F.S.A. 

Dudley Castle and Priory, a Re-assessment - J. S. ROPER, M.A. (At Walsall Public 
Library, a repeat of lecture of 6 December, 1 9 6 3 . ) 

Travel Evening at St. Michael's Hall. 
The Cedars and Petra - J. P. M. YARDLEY. 

Lichfield Races - Miss A. KETTLE, M.A. 
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